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About This Game

Do you love addictive puzzle game? Create animals, dinosaurs, machines and much more by solving puzzles! Stretch your
puzzle muscle - play exciting brain teaser game Alchemy Classic!

Throughout history, humans have always been eager to explore the world they inhabit. Human efforts resulted in significant
progress, from the simplest of tools to high-tech industrial plants and flying machines. If you think about it, however, some time

ago there was nothing but the basic elements of nature: fire, water, earth, and air. These very things form the basis of all
diversity. It sounds incredible, doesn't it? Can you throw a bunch of dirt into air and get a hot air balloon? Of course not. And
yet, these elements of nature are at the heart of nearly all objects, from an hourglass to a complex engineering facility. As a

player, we offer you a different kind of game, a puzzle in that allows you to explore and build your own surroundings. You will
uncover many secrets that concern the true nature of all things. Alchemy Classic gives players a unique chance to become a real

explorer and creator!

Creating Elements - Create the World! Amazing discoveries await you...

Gameplay is based on the idea to create a new element by mixing of elements with each other.
To create a new element, you need to guess the logical relation between this element and those already available. To do this, you

need to catch the right association between the available elements and the one you are looking for. Try it, it's fun:)
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Features:
• Sense of evolution. Pass a path from the bacteria to mammals, from simplest tools to flying machines, from future tech to

extraterrestrial tech and much more!
• Solve 507 puzzles in quest mode

• 18 languages supported
• No microtransactions, you get all the content
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Title: Alchemy Classic
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Niasoft
Publisher:
Niasoft
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Finnish,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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